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It was a pleasure to bring the story and experience
of lot of years of IE Park to the event #90minutiinthecompany
of Unindustria Reggio Emilia
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NEW ADULT BUMPER CARS
I.E.Park is pleased to present 
the new adult bumper cars 
named “K-ROCK”.
The car design is characterized 
by defined lines that create a 
contrast of volumes giving a 
strong look to the car.
The car is equipped with LED 
lights with a modern design that 
characterize its appearance.
There are currently 5 diffe-
rent colours available but it is 
possible to totally customize the 
colour design.
Currently the car is developed 
for OHS System but it will be 
soon available also for FPU 
system.
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It was a pleasure to bring the story and experience
of lot of years of IE Park to the event #90minutiinthecompany
of Unindustria Reggio Emilia

The #90minutiinthecompany format has restarted, a 
special project of Unindustria Reggio Emilia, carried 
out by Francesca Paoli, Vice President representing
the Industries
Hosting this new stage is the IE Park company from 
Gattatico (RE), an international leader since decades in 
the engineering and production of the attractions
for amusement Park & FEC made in Italy.
The three generations who are managing the company 
explained the history & details of this incredible field.
Security, “infinite cycle”, hydraulics, mechatronic, 
digital together with creativity of decorators & artist.
Are the key aspect to create these uniques products.
We’ve been presented the large supply chain
connected with this magic word.

info - piccolaimpresa@unindustriareggioemilia.it
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With its unique design and the use of recycla-
ble materials, the NK series bumper car is a 

truly innovative vehicle.
Unlike other bumper cars, the supporting 

structure is made of tubular steel which has a 
greater resistance to shock and vibration.

In addition, the body of the car is made of high 
strength plastic materials and can be transpa-

rent, colored or painted to customer choice. 
The colors of the steel structure and the car 

body can be a mix of many combinations de-
pending on the requirements of the customer. 
The materials used in the vehicles are recycla-

ble at the end of the life cycle of the car,
to ensure a high process

of eco-sustainability
of the product.
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The new positioning of the vehicle’s LED lights inside the tubular frames 
guarantees protection against impacts and tampering and because the light 
fittings use RGB colors, there are many color options available, dependant 
on the choice made in the programming of the Master- MPD1 electronics 
board.
In addition to the programming of the light colors, the use of the Master-
MPD1 electronics board also allows the management of the digital touch 
display and any interactive games on board the car, while the accelerometer 
detects the car collisions and turn them into light games or images to show 
on the digital display.
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The CRAZY CANNONS has a circular dimension of 8,65mt 
(10.4m including safety distance) and requires a clearance 
height of at least 4 mt.

The main structure is composed by the following components:
a) A circular track where the cars are connected ; the cars 
have a DC motor which take DC voltage from the track. It is 
possible to install 4 or 5 or 6  cars. Each car is equipped with 
2 AIR CANNONS.

b)In the middle is located a vertical structure where there are 
the lighting baskets, provided each one with 2 sensors. These 
baskets must be hit from the guests using the air cannons 
during the working cycle. 

c) The cannons take the balls through an aspirator from the 
circular channel located around the base, where the balls are 
accumulated during the cycle of operation (close circuit)

The Crazy Cannons is a new funny interactive family ride 
composed by 4/5/6 cars moving simultaneously on a circular 
track. Each car is equipped with two air cannons and balls and 
the scope of the game is to center the baskets placed in the 
ride center and accumulate max point, to be reward by tickets 
(optional: tickets only if requested by customer).

It is possible to collect the points and there is a score board 
placed above the central decoration that will show the winner 
car at the end of the cycle and the center baskets will flash 
using the same color of the winner car. 

Notably, there are two different speeds:

- Slow: adapt for children and family, in order to provide 
adequate        time to the players to center the baskets

- Medium: adapt for teenagers, in order to make the game 
more competitive
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By courtesy of Riyadh Season Avalanche Zone
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Is a modern form of roller 
coaster initiates a ride
with high amounts of
acceleration powered
by a LEM SYSTEM
(Linear Eddy Current
Motorized drive ) in
which there is no contact
between the moving 
and the stationary parts.
This mode of acceleration 
powers many of the fastest 
rollercoasters in the world 
and permit to have roller 
coaster also in the
areas where there is not 
much available height. 
I.E.PARK launch coaster are 
characterized by an
acceleration of up to 4.5g 
and the maximum speed
is 17 m/s.
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Track length: 98 m approx

Footprint: 37.6 x 19.5 m approx
Maximum height of the track : 7,2 mt 

(9.6 mt with safety envelope)
Number of inversions: 1

Height of the station: 2.4 m from the 
platform to the ground
Max speed: 12,6 m/s

Acceleration max: 2.7 g
Number of trains: 1 with 10 cars

Cars : 6 cars with 8 seats + 4 cars 
with 2 seats

Total capacity : 32 seats
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IEPARK’s Drop Tower are engineered 
using hydraulic and steel ropes of latest 
technologies
The experience of vertical drop is a 
tabù of all ages, but the adrenaline is 
under control, thanks to the gentle yet 
sudden drop games created by iepark’s 
technicians.
Current production line is made of 5 
different towers of increasing net stroke.
The seats is 8-10-12-16 seats. 
Rotation of the gondola (rpm is option). 
Appropriately dimensioned decelerators 
represent the safest and latest safety 
unit in case of multiple failures of all 
controls. Product is engineered also for 
standing outdoor with winds of 150km/h 
and instant impulse of 63mt/sec for 3 
sec. Custom made colors and theming is 
optional.

16 mt
16 seats
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Planning a day off 
to spend in the 

sparkling setting of 
Aéroville, Paris?  

Get ready to have 
fun climbing a special 

Eiffel Tower! 
And if you wonder 

how such a complex 
carousel was instal-
led in a seemingly 
uncomfortable po-
sition... we are the 

answer!
We are not afraid of 
anything, even if we 
have to carry 200 kg 
components up the 
stairs by hand.With 

the utmost safety
of all our workers, we 

get
the job done to sati-

sfy
our customers and 

visitors. 
Et voilà! La Tour Eiffel 

est là!



Ideal for the enjoyment of adults 

and children, it is a helical slide that 

can be reached on foot by climbing 

an equally helical staircase amidst 

plays of light and from which you 

can also see the view. Height:

15 mt. Base diameter: 9 mt.

At very top about 2,5 mt. wide

This kind of attraction could 

become a point of reference within 

the park or FEC, considering the 

high aesthetic scenographic level 

with the addition of healthy fun

for the whole
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Do you know what 
vertical warehouse is?

 We’ve asked it to Ie Park 
President Andrea Munari.

Read its explanation “The 
IE Park warehouse, in line 

with the technological 
modernization programs of 

strategy 4.0, has invested 
heavily in automation in 

the last year. It has in fact 
equipped itself with a vertical 

warehouse that will allow it 
to store more than 40 tons 

of component materials for 
production and spare parts 

service in just 16 square 
meters. 

The automatic warehouse 
development program includes 

a complete integration of 
business flow management 

technologies with the 
management system.  This 
investment, in addition to 

recovering space, increases 
safety, efficiency, inventory 

management times and risk 
reductions.”
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IE PARK SRL SOLI BUMPER CARS
via Don P. Borghi, 3 - 42043 Gattatico (Reggio Emilia) Italy
Tel. +39 0522 678526
www.iepark.com - info@iepark.com
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19/22 NOV.

IAAPA EXPO
ORLANDO - USA

27/30 MAY

IAAPA ASIA
BANGKOK

23/26 SEPT.

IAAPA EXPO EUROPE
AMSTERDAM
NETHERLANDS


